EDITORIAL

Back to normall The special.10th birthday issue was well, received

particularly be foreign readers. Rooney llagnusson, Swedish A.T.F»S. member^
wrote: ;f....I am convinced it will prove one of the most inspiring statistics
publications ever issued5.' I think it achieved its primary purpose of showing
the athletics world that the NUTS is an extremely intelligent,articulate
organisation.

The AGH, to be held on July 13 at the Guinnee6 sports club,will
be particularly important this year because several issues affecting the
future direction of development of the organisation are to be discussed,and
I urge you strmngly to attend.

FROM THE SECRETARY

'by

Peter Hopkins

-

Although I have done so before, and will do so.again in my annual
report, I must thank Andrew most warmly for has, magnificent' job in producing
the anniversary number of NUTS NOTES. It really was a masterpiece,if perhaps
a little unwieldy. I like to think that r.iy contribution to the success of
the issue was by doing nothing! There is nothing much for me to say in this
issue except to.urge as many of you as possible to attend the AGM. The
situation on British Railways might make things difficult for some of you,
but at the time of writing the meeting is still on. I offer our apologies
to the Scottish members at the choice of venue-l
MISCELLANY

* The following amendments to th.e list of NUTS records appearing
in the last issue may be noted:
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* Cliff Temple is not only editing the new monthly MToniens

Athletics1 but running his best 2M mark at 10:10.^. He has grown a fine
head of hair and was sporting a splendid stetson at the Southern Womens
Championships 5 he looked remarkably like Lee Marvin in Cat: Balloul
* Dirctory of members amendments
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* It's good to see Scottish nationalism on the march in the field

of athletics statistics,with the formation of SATS: already a 1968 list has
been produced and distributed. Wales,too,is showing a national consciousness

and Clive Williams and John Williams combined to product duplicated ranking
lists for 1967.
* 'British Athletics" - amendments

We hope to produce a consolidated list of amendments to the first ten

editions of the annual. This will be particularly useful to compilers of the

all-time index, -lease send them (the amendments,not the compilers) to the
Editor at 78 Toynbee Road, London,S,W.20.

* Some readers may remember an item in this column in Vol.2,No.1
(January 196*0,entitled 'Athletics Goonery',in which- the editor wrote about
•The Runnin,Jumping and Standing Still Film1. Margaret Gould,you will be
interested to know,has connections with it,because her husband Ron appears
in it.

ANNUAL PENTATHLON AND DINNER - preliminary notice
Will members please note that this year,as in previous years,
the annual p. and d. will be held on the Sunday preceeding August Bank

Holiday (August 31)• Venues will be announced later. This year as an
ovation we intend to hold an optional one mile walk in conjunction v/ith the

pentathlon.(Colin Young will probably be banned from this event).

